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Abstract

The behavior of δt nodes observed through stochastic sampling has long been considered un-
reliable due to the high noise encountered in single-pass observation. Historically, dual-segment
observations have been used to remedy this, however, the temporal throttling introduced by the
additional observation head results in activation decay in the δt nodes, reducing measurement
accuracy substantially. More recently, gradial observation has made the rounds as an alternative
to dual-segment observation, wherein multiple observation passes are made with a single obser-
vation head [Gre93]. This reduces observation noise significantly, but does not alleviate the issue
altogether. In this article, we propose a novel sampling method which reduces noise levels by
orders of magnitude more than prior state-of-the-art methods by making use of the innate quan-
tum chaining behaviors of δt nodes. Unlike observation of the nodes themselves, observation of
their delegate quantum chains does not trigger the complete collapse of a node, and thus can be
considered ”free” in terms of Qn complexity.

1 Introduction

As of present, the existence of five measurable node attributes have been recognized. These include
behavior δtb, resonance frequency, quantum chain arrangement δtq, and two additional attributes
with unknown meanings. In most applications, including ζ − linkage and λ − substitution, the only
immediately useful value is δtb. This is problematic, as evaluating δtb requires a partial collapse of
node δt. Repeated collapsing of nodes results in their enviable decay, at which point the behavior is
irretrievable.

It has been previously suspected that the unknown attributes held by nodes were the key to collapse-
free evaluation of δtb [Gre93]. In recent years, it was discovered that one of the hidden attributes was
a stateless mirror of the quantum chain arrangement δtq, void of any ties to the physical chain Q(δt)
[Gre93]. This somewhat disappointing discovery resulted in attribute δtq being thrown into obscurity.

2 δtq propulsion disrupting Q(δt) quantum chains

2.1 δtq attribute resonance

2.2 How to include Figures

First you have to upload the image file from your computer using the upload link in the file-tree menu.
Then use the includegraphics command to include it in your document. Use the figure environment
and the caption command to add a number and a caption to your figure. See the code for Figure 1 in
this section for an example.

Note that your figure will automatically be placed in the most appropriate place for it, given the
surrounding text and taking into account other figures or tables that may be close by. You can find
out more about adding images to your documents in this help article on including images on Overleaf.
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Figure 1: This frog was uploaded via the file-tree menu.

Item Quantity
Widgets 42
Gadgets 13

Table 1: An example table.

2.3 How to add Tables

Use the table and tabular environments for basic tables — see Table 1, for example. For more infor-
mation, please see this help article on tables.

2.4 How to add Comments and Track Changes

Comments can be added to your project by highlighting some text and clicking “Add comment” in
the top right of the editor pane. To view existing comments, click on the Review menu in the toolbar
above. To reply to a comment, click on the Reply button in the lower right corner of the comment.
You can close the Review pane by clicking its name on the toolbar when you’re done reviewing for the
time being.

Track changes are available on all our premium plans, and can be toggled on or off using the option
at the top of the Review pane. Track changes allow you to keep track of every change made to the
document, along with the person making the change.

2.5 How to add Lists

You can make lists with automatic numbering . . .

1. Like this,

2. and like this.

. . . or bullet points . . .

• Like this,

• and like this.

2.6 How to write Mathematics

LATEX is great at typesetting mathematics. Let X1, X2, . . . , Xn be a sequence of independent and
identically distributed random variables with E[Xi] = µ and Var[Xi] = σ2 < ∞, and let

Sn =
X1 +X2 + · · ·+Xn

n
=

1

n

n∑
i

Xi

denote their mean. Then as n approaches infinity, the random variables
√
n(Sn − µ) converge in

distribution to a normal N (0, σ2).
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2.7 How to change the margins and paper size

Usually the template you’re using will have the page margins and paper size set correctly for that
use-case. For example, if you’re using a journal article template provided by the journal publisher,
that template will be formatted according to their requirements. In these cases, it’s best not to alter
the margins directly.

If however you’re using a more general template, such as this one, and would like to alter the
margins, a common way to do so is via the geometry package. You can find the geometry package
loaded in the preamble at the top of this example file, and if you’d like to learn more about how to
adjust the settings, please visit this help article on page size and margins.

2.8 How to change the document language and spell check settings

Overleaf supports many different languages, including multiple different languages within one docu-
ment.

To configure the document language, simply edit the option provided to the babel package in the
preamble at the top of this example project. To learn more about the different options, please visit
this help article on international language support.

To change the spell check language, simply open the Overleaf menu at the top left of the editor
window, scroll down to the spell check setting, and adjust accordingly.

2.9 How to add Citations and a References List

You can simply upload a .bib file containing your BibTeX entries, created with a tool such as JabRef.
You can then cite entries from it, like this: [Gre93]. Just remember to specify a bibliography style, as
well as the filename of the .bib. You can find a video tutorial here to learn more about BibTeX.

If you have an upgraded account, you can also import your Mendeley or Zotero library directly as
a .bib file, via the upload menu in the file-tree.

2.10 Good luck!

We hope you find Overleaf useful, and do take a look at our help library for more tutorials and user
guides! Please also let us know if you have any feedback using the Contact Us link at the bottom of
the Overleaf menu — or use the contact form at https://www.overleaf.com/contact.
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